.mgrstat failed to decode mgrstat state; luminous dev version?

03/21/2019 04:57 PM - Sage Weil

Status: Resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Category:
Target version:
Source:
Tags: nautilus, mimic, luminous
Backport: nautilus, mimic, luminous
Regression: No
Severity: 3 - minor
Reviewed:

Related issues:
Copied to RADOS - Backport #38852: mimic: .mgrstat failed to decode mgrstat s... Resolved
Copied to RADOS - Backport #38853: nautilus: .mgrstat failed to decode mgrsta... Resolved
Copied to RADOS - Backport #38854: luminous: .mgrstat failed to decode mgrsta... Resolved

History
#1 - 03/21/2019 04:59 PM - Sage Weil
- Status changed from 12 to Fix Under Review
- Backport set to nautilus, mimic, luminous

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/27101

#2 - 03/22/2019 09:30 AM - Sage Weil
- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport

#3 - 03/22/2019 09:30 AM - Sage Weil
nautilus https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/27116

#4 - 03/22/2019 01:00 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Copied to Backport #38852: mimic: .mgrstat failed to decode mgrstat state; luminous dev version? added

#5 - 03/22/2019 01:00 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Copied to Backport #38853: nautilus: .mgrstat failed to decode mgrstat state; luminous dev version? added


shows up for initial epoch from mgrstat mon. goes away after that

#6 - 03/22/2019 01:00 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Copied to Backport #38854: luminous: .mgrstat failed to decode mgrstat state; luminous dev version? added

#7 - 03/27/2019 10:56 PM - Brad Hubbard
Sage, Could this have something to do with #38941? The timing is right.

#8 - 07/24/2019 10:58 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Pull request ID set to 27101

#9 - 10/04/2019 09:06 AM - Nathan Cutler
- Status changed from Pending Backport to Resolved

While running with --resolve-parent, the script "backport-create-issue" noticed that all backports of this issue are in status "Resolved".